
NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Tennessee Valley Authority Docket No. 50-390
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant License No. NPF-90
Unit 1 EA 97-580

During an NRC inspection conducted on November 17-22, 1997, a violation of NRC
requirements was identified. In accordance with the "General Statement of
Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions," NUREG-1600, the violation
is listed below:

Technical Specification 5.7.1.1 requires, in part, that procedures shall
be implemented covering the activities recommended in Appendix.A of
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978, Quality Assurance
Program Requirements (Operations). Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33,
Section 7.e, includes procedures for administrative controls, including
radiation protection.

Procedure MI-68.001, Disassembly and Reassembly of the Reactor Pressure
Vessel and Attachments, Revision 19, Step 3.0.G. states, "ALL loose
debris is to be treated as highly radioactive until RADCON is notified
and determines otherwise." This procedure implemented the radiation
protection requirements of Section 7.e of Appendix A of Regulatory-Guide
1.33.

Contrary to the above, during the evening shift of September 20, 1997,
the licensee failed to follow MI-68.001. Specifically, an individual.
failed to notify RADCON so that it could determine the radiological
condition of loose debris prior to picking up four pieces of highly
radioactive debris in the reactor cavity. As a result, the individual
received approximately 3.6 Rem to his hand (approximately seven percent
of the extremity limit) in about eight seconds (01014).

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Tennessee Valley Authority is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C.
20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region II, and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector at Watts Bar, within 30 days of the date of the letter
transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly
marked as a "Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each
violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or, if contested, the basis for
disputing the violation or severity level, (2) the corrective steps that have
been taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will
be achieved. Your response may reference or include previously docketed
correspondence, if the correspondence adequately addresses the required
response. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in
this Notice, an order or a Demand for Information may be issued as to why the
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Notice of Violation 2.

license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked, or why such other
-action as may be proper;should not be taken. Where good cause-is shown,
consideration will be given to extending the response time.

If you contest this enforcement action, you should also provide a copy of your
response'to the Director, Office.of Enforcement-, United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001.

Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response
shall be submitted under oath;or affirmation-.

Because your response will-'be placed in the NRCiPublic Document Room (PDR), to
the extent possible, it should not include any personal privacy, proprietary,
or safeguards information sothat it can be placed inthe PDR without
redaction. If personal privacy or proprietary information is necessary to
provide an acceptable response, then please provide a bracketed copy of your
response that identifies the information that should be protected and a
redacted copy of your response that deletes such information. If you request
withholding of such material, you must specifically identify the. portions of
your response that you seek to have withheld andprovide in detail'the bases
for your claim of withholding (e.g., explain why the disclosure of information
will create an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or provide the
information required by 10 CFR 2.790(b) to support a request for withholding
confidential commercial or financial information). If safeguards information
is necessary to provide an acceptable response, please provide the level of
protection described in 10 CFR 73.21.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this 21th day of January 1998



LIST OF ATTENDEES

Nuclear ReQulatory Commission .

L. Reyes, Regional.Administrator, Region ll(RII)
J. Johnson, Director, Division of Reactor Projects (DRP), RII
R. Martin, Licensing ProjectManagerý, NRR (teleconference)
M. Lesser, Chief, Branch 6, DRP, RII
P. Van Doorn, Senior Resident Inspector,.DRP, RII
K. Barr, Chief, Special Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor Safety (DRS),

RII
E. Testa, Senior Radiation Specialist, DRS, RII
K. Clark,:Senior Public Affairs Officer, 'RII
R. Hannah, Public Affairs Officer, RII
L. Watson, Enforcement Specialist,; Enforcement and Investigations

Coordination Staff (EICS), RII
C. Evans, Regional Counsel, RII
S. Sparks, Senior Enforcement Specialist, EICS, RII

Tennessee Valley Authority

0.
J.
R.
J.
J.
P.
E.
G.
R.
E.

Zeringue, Chief Nuclear Officer and Executive Vice
Scalice, Senior Vice President, Nuclear Operations
Purcell, Plant Manager, Watts Bar Nuclear (WBN)
West, Assistant Plant Manager, WBN
Cox, Training Manager;-WBN*"
Pace, Licensing Manager, WBN
.Robinson, Radcon Operations Manager, WBN
Newton, Mechanical Engineer, Maintanance, WBN
Akers, Communications Manager, WBN
Vigluicci, Attorney, TVA Office of General Counsel

President, TVA Nuclear

Other Attendees

Two members of the public attended the predecisional enforcement conference.
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IV.

II-. i

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

ENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE AGENDA
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

JANUARY 13, 1998, AT 1:00 P.M.
NRC REGION II OFFICE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

OPENING REMARKS AND INTRODUCTIONS
L,. Reyes,,
Regional Ad•n 1ist rator

:J.-ý,NRC ENFORCEMENT POLICY
L. Watson, Enforcement Specialist
Enforcement and Investigati-on

Coordi nati on ".Staff

SUMMARY OF THE ISSUES
L. Reyes
Regional Admi ni strator

STATEMENTS OF CONCERNS /,APPARENT VIOLATIONS
J. Jaudon, Director
Division of Reactor Safety

LICENSEE PRESENTATION

BREAK / NRC CAUCUS

NRC FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS

CLOSING REMARKS
L. Reyes
Regional Administrator
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ISSUES TO BE DISCUSSED

Technical Specification 5.7.1.1 requires, in part, that procedures shall

be established, implemented, and maintained ....

1. Procedure MI-68.001, DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY OF THE REACTOR PRESSURE

VESSEL AND ATTACHMENTS, states "ALL loose debris is to be treated as

highly-radioactive until RADCON is notified and determined otherwise."

On September' 10. 1997, and September 20, 1997, a worker performing

maintenance activlities in the reactors 'cavity picked-up debris without

having the material surveyed by Radiological Control personnel;

2. Site Standard Practice 5.01, RADIATION PROTECTION PLAN states that.a

Radiation Work Permit system is establishedýto~provide radiological

controls for all work authorized in the Radiologically Controlled Area.

On September 20, 1997; Radiation Work Permit 97-0-00917 20 00 was

inadequate. Specifically, the RWP-and pre-job briefings failed to warn

workers not to handle material in the reactor cavity without having

Radiological Controls determine whether the material was radioactive.

3. Procedure RCI-100, CONTROL OF RADIOLOGICAL WORK, states "Dose rates,

contamination and airborne levels may be estimated or taken from the

latest available survey. Every effort should be made to obtain current

survey data."

On September 20, 1997; Radiological Controls permitted two groups of

workers to work in the reactor cavity without using the latest available

survey results showing existing radiological conditions.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

PREDECISIONAL ENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

UNPLANNED RADIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE

NRC Presentation

January 13, 1998
Enclosure 4



Predecisional Enforcement Conference
Unplanned Radiological Exposure

Agenda

Opening Remarks

Overview/Chronology of Event

Radworker Protection

Assessment of Enforcement Issues

Enforcement Considerations

Conclusions

R. Purcell

J. West

J. West

J. West

P. Pace

R. Purcell



Overview/Chronology of Events

Sept 5 Sept 7 Sept. 10 Sept. 10. Sept. 19 Sept. 20 Sept. 20
Sept7 Spt. 0 ISept. 18

N* Preparation 
Srear'.*. " SurveyUnine

.• , for After --l Cait
Disassembly Core Cavity -
Begins, Tags Offload Draining Exposure• '.. ::.: .... Found (Survey. , . .... (Survey II E

* September 5, 1997:

Preparation work for first ever disassembly and breach ofRCS. ,:.

- Reactor crew (including Radworker) attends briefing on
ALARA Preplan Report (APR); Radiation Work Permit
(RWP); and Maintenance Instruction (MI) 68.001,
"Disassembly and Reassembly of the Reactor Pressure
Vessel and Attachments."

- Briefing included first precautions regarding loose debris.

0 September 7, 1997:

Radiation Survey performed with the reactor head on
indicates that the general area is not contaminated
(<1000 DPM/100 cm 2).
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Sept. 5 Sept. 7 Sept 10 Sept. 10- 8 Sept. 19' Sept. 20 Sept. 20 Sept. 20
" ~ Survey Cavt

Crew Survey for ŽCore ury Ct Unplanned RADCONBrief Reactor - . Cleanup/DisassemblyOffload Draining Suvy1) Exposure InterventionDisassemrbly ~ ~lug (Survey 11). : (Survey I)

September 10, 1997:

- Radworker enters the reactor cavity in street clothes to,
perform the procedure stepsL from MI1 68.00 1 to clean reactor
head flange, finds and removes severall thermocouple tags,
some tape and string from the reactor cavity.

- Supervisors provide positive Foreign Material Exclusion
(FME) feedback to the Radworker for removal of the
material.

- 17:20 - Reactor cavity posted as a contaminated area after
RCS is breached to conduct refueling activities.
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Sept. 5

Crew
Brief

Sept. 7

Survey for
Reactor

Disassembly

Sept. 10

Preparation
for

Disassembly
Begins, Tags

Found

* September1,0 - 18, 1997.:

- Reactor disassembly completed; reactor core off-loaded, RCSdrainedlto mid loop.

* September 19, 1997:

10:35 - First Su'vey after drain down
indication of debris.

of cavity performed. No

(Aerial view of reactor cavity)
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- " f.............................i ............................ .
Sept. 5 Sept. 7 Sept. 10i U L .................. :..........i ................................

Preparation

Crew .... Survey for for.
Brief Reaor Disassembly

J Disassembly Begins, Tags
.................. Found:

Sp.10-
Sept. 18

........ . ....... r.......

Core
Offload

Sept. 19

Survey
After

Draing
(Survey I)

Sept. 20 Sept. 20

Unplanned
Exposure

Sept. 20

RADCON
Intervention

* September 20, 1997:

- Changed conditions lead management to initiate RWP for the
cleaning of the cavity and tightening of eight Nuclear
Instrumentation System (NIS) covers.

(Pre-initial fuel load picture for scale)

- 17:00 - Laborers enter reactor cavity to remove excess water
(1/2 inch in some areas) in cavity.

- 18:00 - 19:00 - RADCON shift turnover in progress. During
turnover RADCON performs Second Survey which is
completed at 19:00, available to briefers at 23:00. Second
Survey finds virtually the same doses as First Survey except for
several hot spots on the NIS covers.
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I

Sept. 5

Crew
Brief

Sept. 7

Survey for
Reactor

Disassembly

Sept. 10

Preparation
for

Disassembly
Begins, Tags

Found

Sept. 10-
Sept.18

Core
Offload

Sept. 19

Survey
After

Draining
(Survey I)

Sept. 20

Cavity
Cleanup/

-(Survey U)

ISept. 20 Sept. 20

RADCON
Intervention

• September 20, 1997 (continued):

- Two work crews established to tighten NIS covers and to
perform in-service inspection (ISI) of portion of flange. Two
NIS/ISI crews (including the Radworker) briefed approximately
20:00:, 21:00 on RWP using First Survey for work in the
cavity.

- The specific precautions listed in the RWP include:

- RADCON briefs Radworker on the specific task -- tightening of
NIS covers.

- Although the Radworker was not specifically cautioned about
removing debris, he was instructed by RADCON not to remove
anything from the cavity.

- Radworker expresses concern for controlling his assigned tools,
RADCON instructs that he may remove only his tools from the
cavity.
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"" SepemerSept. 1 (

Preparation itrey C and io
Crew Survey for for a Core After Ceavity to tt ne OfSa. Draining Intervention

Bre 22( awre bevsadrtivS furvpece of1wre

Disassembkly Begins, Tags (Survey I) .. .. •• Found i.•...:.:. ..

• Septemberý20,,1997 (continued)•.•":•• . ,::..., i :

-Consistent with W*BN's radiological defense in-depth practices,
Radworkerprovided -Teledose dosimeter to allow for remote
dose coverage. Job is also monitored by CCTV and audio
headset on coworker."

-22:27 - Radworker and coworker enter reactor cavity to tighten
the NIS covers. ,, .. ,-

-22:50 - Radworker observes and retrieves four pieces of "wire-
like" debris on reactor vessel flange near the edge of reactor
vessel opening.
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Sept. 5

Crew
Brief

. Sept. 7

Survey for
Reactor

Disassembly

Sept. 10

Preparation
for

Disassembly
Begins, Tags

Found

sept. 10-
Sept. 18

Core
Offload

Sept. 19

Survey
After

Drang
(Survey I)

Sept. 20

Cavity
Cleanup/

(Survey I)

Sept. 20

Unplanned
Exposure

ISept. 20]

* September 20, 1997 (continued),:

RADCON specialist monitoring the Radworker observes an
increased dose rate Via Teledose electronic dosimeter and gives
coworker direction by radio to stop the Radworker.

TLDO

1 3200913179"
end oflet

Tamer

g
_ II•IEX l~TrrmrT~rrF11w¶v PýmllWf-n-_ nr~r g

- y .......w. .....
~ a ~.............. .....

.S. ..... ..

rn uX.

114w:7 MR: 25004, * h

Reconstructed Example

- Combined contact time for handling the pieces of debris is
approximately eight seconds.

- Radworker exits the cavity with the plastic tool bag including
three pieces of debris.
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September 20, 1997 (continued):'.

RADCON's survey of the bag indicates a dose rate greater than
five Rem per hour (Rem/hr) on contact -, RADCON places the
bag in a locked high radiation area.

- RADCON Management stops all work on refuel floor.

- RADCON Management notifies RADCON Manager, Duty
Plant Manager, and Plant Manager.

- Radworker removed from refuel work until final dose
determined.
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Rad worker Pro tection.

* Trained and experienced worker

-- 300 RWP hours cavity work during recent Sequoyah outage

• :Training included information/testing on contact dose

* ALARA protection

- Surveyed for radiological conditions

- Radiological conditions changed -, Management directed a new
RWP be prepared

Cavity cleaned prior to beginning work

.- Special dressout-- Double PCs/plastics/respirators

Reactor cavity classified as hot particle control zone

* Briefings on radiological hazards

- September 5

. APR and MI cautions discussed
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Radworker Protection
(continued)

* Briefings'on radiological hazards (continued)

S September 20.

* RWP briefing immediately before work began

* Directed not to remove anything from cavity

* Close RADCON monitoring

- Personal electronic dosimeter -- dose and rate alarms

- Closed circuit television and audio communications

- Teledose electronic dosimetry

M Closely monitored, continuous and effective

Exceeded Technical Specification requirements

* Trained and experienced RADCON specialist promptly and
effectively intervened

* Conclusion: The existing defense in-depth protection
provided by the RADCON program
exceeded regulatory requirements and was
effective in protecting the Radworker
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EEI 50-390/97-11-03 Unplanned Exposure

Apparent Violation:

Contrary to step 3.0.G, in procedure MI-68.001, "Disassembly and
Reassembly of -the Pressure Vessel! and Attachments," the Radworker'
removed material from-the reactor cavity on September 10', 1997 and
September 20, 1997, without first contacting RADCON .

J Item G of Section 31.0, "Precautions and Limitations," of MI-68.001
states, "All loose debris is to be treated as highly radioactive until
RADCON is notified and determines otherwise."

* September 20,t 1997:

- MI-68.001 was not followed.

- Radworker acted on impulse and went outside assigned task.

- Radworker's failure to self-check and to balance FME and
radiological concerns was a significant contributor.

- Noncompliance occurred in spite of Radworker's experience
and training, earlier briefings, and the discussion regarding
removing only tools immediately before the job began.

- Although Radworker was told not to remove anything from the
cavity, the RWP did not address touching debris in immediate
pre-job briefing.

- Radiation exposure limited by effective intervention of the
RADCON remote monitor in accordance with RADCON
practice.
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EE150-390/97-11-03 Unplanned Exposure

(continued):

Conclusions: On September 20, experienced Radworker acted on
, impulse and failed to self-check.

S RADCON program effective in imiting exposure to
small fraction (~-seven percent) of limit.

September 10, 1997:

- Radworker's assignment to clean reactor flange.

. ... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . ii iiiii iiiiii... .. .... .. ..... ........i jiiil

(Revision 19 of MI-68.001)

RCS had never been breached.

Reactor cavity surveyed by RADCON prior to any work.

- Cavity found not contaminated.

- Work authorized to proceed without use of protective clothing.

Conclusion: Because RADCON had released the area prior to the
work, requirements of MI 68.001 were met.
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EEl 50-390/97-11-03 Unplanned Exposure

(continued):,

Corrective Actions for September 20 event:

I Immediate.Actions Taken During the Remainder of the Refueling
Outage:

Immediate stop work and standdown on refueling floor to.
address event.

- RADCON Management directs all radworkers be warned of
potential for debris in RCS and related systems.

- Precautions about debris are discussed in pre-job briefs.

- Site awareness is heightened by use of posters, standdown
meetings, departmental section or safety meetings, and turnover
meetings.

- Reviewed ongoing RCS-related work RWPs to ensure they
contained precautions concerning debris.

* Long Term Actions for Work Where Debris May Be Expected:

- Lessons learned have been incorporated into initial and
continuing training for Site and Contractor personnel.

- Turnover and briefing enhancements to ensure "just in time"
awareness to potential debris problems.
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EEI 50-390/97-11-03 Unplanned Exposure

Self Assessments:

- ,Assessment performed by Nuclear Assurance to establish: thatSdebris, awareness-actions.,were effective.

Recent self assessment has determined that debris awareness
initiatives have been effective and message was well
understood by radworkers.
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EE150-390/97-11-02,Use of Survey

Apparent Violation:

Poor and incomplete turnover communications on September 20, 1997,
resulted in the failure to use the dose rates, contamination levels,and
airborne levels 'Tfromthe latest survey of the cavity area for two0RWP..
pre-job briefings. This is. contrary toprocedure RCI- 100, "Control of
Radiological Work," Revision 7, Step 2.1 .A.2.

SRCI- 100,;Section 2.1.A.2, Revision 7, stated that RWP
requirements include "Obtain[ing] radiological survey data of the
work area."

* First Survey performed approximately 10:30 on September 19.
Second Surveyzbegun at approximately 18:00, completed at 19:00,
and made available to briefers at 23:00 on September 20.

* Although RADCON supervisors were aware of the Second Survey,
an inadequate turnover by the area RADCON technician omitted
this information.

• Two NIS/ISI crews (including Radworker) were briefed on RWP
97-0-00917-20 at approximately 19:50 and 20:45 on September 20
using data from First Survey.

TVA did not ensure that the Second Survey data was included
in the two RWP briefings.
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EEI 50-390/97-11-02 Use of Survey

.(continued):.,

Second Survey did not identify the debris or provide any
additional information which would have influenced or
prevented the unplanned exposure.

Conclusion:

* TVA did not ensure that the most recent survey data was used, but
this did not contribute to the unplanned exposure.

* Review for similar problems did not identify other examples.

Corrective Actions:

* Shift Turnover process has been enhanced. It is formalized and
structured to ensure consistency and completeness of information
during turnovers. Format is similar to Operations Turnover.

Revision 6 of GL-9.0, "Conduct of Operations"
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EEl 50-390/97-11-02 Use of Survey.....

Corrective Actions (continued):

*ý RWP briefing process is enhanced. It is strengthened by a well
structured and documented method to ensure proper and consistent
information is provided during briefs.

(Revision 9 of RCI-100, "Control of Radiological Work")
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P EEI 50-390/97-11-01 Radiation Work Permit

Apparent Violation:

Contrary to procedure RCI- 100, "Control of Radiological Work," Revision 7,
Step 2.2.3.d, RWP 97-0-00917-20-00 and-the pre-job briefings for work done
under the RWP were inadequate because they did not contain special.
instructions or requirements that cautioned-the workers not to pick up or
handle material in the cavity area unless it had been surveyed by RADCON.

RWP Procedure Complied With

* Section 2.2.3.d of Revision 7 of RCI-100 states that "Standard
RADCON practices concerning continuous coverage include, but are
not limited to ... ensuring only work authorized by the RWP is
performed by personnel using that RWP."

* RWP issued for specific job of tightening the NIS covers.

* Inappropriate action by the Radworker went beyond authorized NIS
work and did not render RWP inadequate.

• In accordance with Guideline 2.0, "Radiological Work Permits," the
specific cautions are determined by the preparer based on the
radiological conditions, the particular circumstances of the work and
preparer's experience.
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EEI 50'-390/97-11-01 Radiation, Work Permit
RWP Procedure Complied With (continued)

Specific points considered:

m Job description
* Radiological conditions
* Airbomre generating process
m Radwaste generating process
n Work site preparation

* System configUration
* Interfacing information
* Exposure estimates
* ALARA action plan

Warnings About Debris Provided

* Removal of debris was addressed in briefing conducted on
September 5, 1997.

Radworker attended briefing on the ALARA Preplan Report
(APR), Radiation Work Permit (RWP) 97-0-00915-00, and on
Maintenance Instruction (MI) 68.001.

- Briefing included the following APR cautions:

0
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O EEI 50-390/97-11-01 Radiation Work Permit
Warnings About Debris Provided (continued)

- :Briefing included the following MI-68.001 caution:

:•, •:.. :.!,. '•;. ::•/ :i?• =. :.:•(Revision 19.of MJ-68.001)

* September 20, 1997:

- Radworker briefed on RWP.

-Although Radworker was not specifically cautioned about the
handling of debris, he was initially instructed by RADCON to not
remove anything from the cavity, including his tools.

- Radworker expresses concern for controlling tools assigned to him,

RADCON instructs he can remove only his tools.

Specific RWP precautions alert the Radworker to hazards including:
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P EEI 50-390/97-11-01 Radiation Work Permit

Warnings About Debris Provided (continued)

* September 20, 1997 (continued):

- RADCON briefings with Radworker limited to exact work performed,
tightening of NIS covers.

* RWP for the NIS job was written consistent with procedures.

Decision not to include caution was reasonable based on the
specific job, cavity cleaning, expected dose, and radiological
protections (including remote monitoring).

- Radworker's unauthorized work does not render RWP inadequate.
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EEI 50-390/97-11-01 Radiation Work Permit

Corrective Actions:

0 Because of unique source term, RWP procedure was enhanced to provide
more direction and guidance concerning warnings about debris.

(Revision 3 of GL-2.0, "Radiological Work Permits" - Bolded for emphasis)

*Enhanced RWP briefing process. Process has been formalized and
structured to include both pre- and post-job briefings.

* Briefings to address warnings about debris.

(Revision 9 of RCI- 100, "Control of Radiological Work")
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Enforcement Considerations

* No actual exposure above regulatory limit

• No potential for exposure in excess of applicable limits

* Radiation-safety program working well

* iDifferences in underlying root causes show no basis for
aggregation

* Comprehensive corrective actions for both short and long term

No escalated enforcement for issues identified within priorItwo years

* Comprehensive investigation identified procedural
non-adherences
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ý C

Conclusions

* Actual safety significance low-

• . No potential for overexposure

* No breakdown in the radiation
protection program

* Response tothe event provided
an opportunity to strengthen
existing radiation protection
barriers

- Dose received was approximately
seven percent of the regulatory
limit.

- Barriers to protect from
overexposure worked.

Continuous coverage methods
employed allowed RADCON to
actively monitor Radworker and
intervene when necessary.

- Cited issues involve two isolated
and unrelated procedural violations.

- Corrective actions implemented
enhanced processes and procedures.

Appropriate changes to training
programs will maintain future
awareness of the event.
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Composite Survey -

September 19, 1997 data - Green'
September 20, 1997 data - Blue
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ý

EEI 50-390/97-11-02 - USE OF SURVEY

Additional Information:

Debris located at a position within substantially' larger radiation field ýfr-m the adjacet
Contribution from several point sources would not be observed by' thei2general surey.

REACTOR CAVITY DOSE RATE PROFILE...

internals.
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REACTOR CAVITY DOSE RATE PROFILE

NW m J Dos e 7:.46 •i iR
G 4,,Ae@,VM'ALn1 C

Calculated Dose Rate from Debris
170 mR/IHR Oa Waist Level

i-1

Iculated Dose Rate from Debris
- 1.3 RIHR@a30cm

I

I::Measured Dose Rate
I R/ HR @ 3cm above

,A- S mCo~vers

NIS
Cove%

I

A /Upper Cavity Floor

Rx Head
O-Ring's

j/Surfac e

Debris

Location

Core
Barrel
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Level 7'"
Below Rx

Vessel
Flange
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